ELECTRICAL   ATTRACTIONS.                     [ART. 393
from the other, we have an arrangement of electricity in equilibrium, in which there are no internal or external masses, while there are charges x and y on Sfx and &, whose sum x + y is zero.
The sum of the potentials of x and y is constant over S1 and therefore over a surface just inside 8l (Art. 145). This surface contains no attracting matter and therefore the sum of the potentials of x and y is constant throughout all space within 8lt The forces X, X just inside and just outside S1 are therefore zero. It follows that the density of the electricity at every point of Sx is zero (Art. 142).
Consider next the surface #2. Tne total charSe on ** is zero- Hence, as in Art. 381, the charge on each element is zero.
The two possible distributions must therefore have been the same.
392. Ex. 1. A solid sphere, radius a, is concentric with a spherical shell, radii b and c, both being perfect conductors, and charged with quantities E, E' of electricity. To find the potential of the sphere.
The quantities of electricity on the three surfaces whose radii are a, &, c are respectively E, -E, and E' + E (Art. 389).   By Art.  64, the potentials at any points inside the substance of the sphere and shell are respectively E    E    E' + E              E' + E
t a     b         c     '                   c
If the shell is joined to earth, or if the radius c is very great, in either case F'=0 and the capacity of the sphere, viz. J57/F, becomes ab/(b -a). If a and b are also very nearly equal to each other, the capacity is very great. Supposing the potential of the sphere to be finite, the charge on the sphere and the equal opposite charge on the inner surface of the shell are very large.
When two conductors, insulated from each other, are placed very near each other the system is called a condenser.
Ex. 2. Three insulated conductors A, B, C, are in the form of thin concentric spherical shells of radii a, b, c ; and are so charged that their potentials are Fj, F2, F8. Prove that the charge on the intermediate shell B is
(a-b)(b-Cy{a(b-c)V^b(°-a)V* + c(a--b)V*}'          [Coll. Ex. 1897.]
Ex. 3. A condenser is formed of two concentric spherical thin conducting sheets, the radius of the inner being b, that of the outer a. A small hole exists in the outer sheet through which an insulated wire passes connecting the inner sheet with a third conductor, of capacity c, at a large distance r from the condenser. The outer sheet of the condenser is put to earth, and the charge on the two connected conductors is E. Prove that approximately the force on the
third conductor is ac2/W (• a    +c Vr3.                                    [Trin. Coll. 1897.]
393. Green's Method. The law of distribution of a given quantity of electricity on a given surface under the influence of given forces cannot always be discovered. Tiuo methods of finding a solution in certain limited cases are in general use. The method of inversion, by which when one problem has been solved the solution of another can be deduced, has been explained in Arts. 168 &c. We shall now proceed to Greens Method, by which the

